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During the Standard Army briefing presented to you on 29 January, therewas discussion of the potential dangers of ”breaking through" the 800,000
man end—strength floor and of the apparent difficulty in justifying a I
13 Division force. At that time I indicated that one of the problemswith 13 Divisions is that a force of that size'represents an inconclusive
compromise between honest requirements. Therefore, it is extremelydifficult to justify and the rationale becomes frightenly dependent uponthe NATO Scenario as THE generator of ground force capability. Thepurpose of this memorandum is to explain my concern in more detail andto sketch out an approach which the Army may wish to consider to justifycapability.

The first Problem with the 13 Division force is the inconsistent degreeof reliance on Reservesand mobilization. If we assume a capable, ready'sizeable Reserve Establishment deployable overseas in sufficient quan-tities by M+60, there is a creditable case for a 9 Division Active Army--
one 3 Division Corps in Europe, one 3 Division Corps in Asia, a 3 DivisionReinforcing Corps. This total of 9 Divisions is far less than the totalcapability which would be required in the event of a major theatre landconflict; but, backed up by honestly capable Reserves, it probably issufficient as a deterrent and could hold initially (a 1a British Expe-ditionary Force), The-Reserve establishment would provide the tens ofDivisions which would be required subsequent to M+60. Acceptance ofsuch a force would signal the unwillingness of the United States toengage in major land conflicts-—again a parallel to the United Kingdom'sreliance on Seapower to defend the home island and shifting coalitionsto prevent predominance of one power on the Continent. This of course isthe lure of "Sea Control” a la Zumwalt.

The alternative to the 9 Division Army is an Army of some 20 to 25Divisions which are suitable for a 2% war strategy until Reserves can berecreated literally from scratch by M+120 to M+150. This would be a
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force which would rely on the assistance of Allies and sizeable strategic
mobility, but it would represent a realistic ground power capability for
a superpower with continuing commitments in Europe, Asia, and probably
in Latin America. '

The thirteen Division force falls squarely between these honest consistent
rationales. The current force aSSumes Reserves deployable by M+60 in
order to meet an agreed requirement for NATO Defense, yet despite
unwarranted, optimistic readiness assumptions‘still leaves a short fall
of two to four Divisions. Furthermore, it relies on unrealistic
scenarios in Asia. It is difficult to defend because it is logically
inconsistent (For elaboration of some of the inconsistencies of the
status quo, see the discussion at REd Marker).
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The second major problem is the commitment to an all volunteer force.
Eager to perform, the Army is struggling to tailor its requirements toits expectations of volunteer drawing power. Again when all sub-
consciously realize the compromise already implicit in the l3 Division
force, it represents little additional compromise to rationalize accep-
tance of the ll Division force which may be all that the Army can field
under current practices given the number of men the Army can attract.
The dutiful bureaucratic impulse is to accept gradual manpower anemia to
serve an apparent major goal of the President(Volunteer Forces) without
sounding the alarm that the larger responsibility of defense of the
nation is not being served adequately.

The situation today is particularly precarious. By legitimizing the
"hybrid" concept, the Army has blessed the fiction that Reserve units
can be ready in a very short period of time. This hypothesis may be
supported by test results of the CONARC Reserve Forces test which should
surface in the next several months. If this is the case, I think it is
highly likely that the 38 Brigades presently included in the Active ArmyDivision Forces will be drawn down as most of our Divisions become
hybrid. OSD and the Navy will move in to garner funds urgently needed
to bail the Navy out of its extraordinarily precarious emphasis on
modernization. I believe it is conceivable that we could have five
3 Brigade Divisions for Europe and eight 2 Brigade Divisions in the
Active Army in CONUS, in Korea, or Hawaii (Total 31 Brigades). Unpala-
table as it may seem, this solution is no more dishonest than the status
quo and probably provides as many active Brigades as could be thrown
together into full Divisions and deployed given our strategic mobility
and lines of communications problems in Europe.

One hypothetical answer to this problem may rest in a combination ofincreased number of Divisions to that which we believe we need as a
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Superpower (20-25?) with explicit reliance on our ReserVes. Consider
for example a 25 Division Army consisting of 5 Divisions each with
3 Active Brigades in Europe and backed up by 20 Divisions each with
2 Active Brigades in CONUS. These latter Divisions to be rounded outin time of mobilization by 20 Reserve round-out Brigades. The Active
Army component of this force would consist of some 55 Brigades with
appropriate increase of Active Army Support Increments from the presentl4 to some 18 to 20. Several of the Divisions could be commanded byNational Guard or Reserve officers with the active Brigade components
located at Active Army posts. The Active Army Brigades would then be
OPCON to the Division headquarters for training or war-time deployment.
These Active Army Brigades assigned to Reserve Division headquarters
could fill Active Divisions from two to three Brigade strength if it
were necessary to deploy the force without mobilization. In effect, the
55 Active Army Brigades would support 25 Divisions ("2% War” strategy)in the event of mobilization and some 18 Divisions’("l% War" strategy)
from the wholly Active Army. '

This approach is, of course, only one of many; but it attempts to
honestly face the hybrid Division problem while at the same time providefor a ground defense establishment commensurate with our national needs
as a Superpower. It would be based upon an honest, defensible estimate0f forces required for national defense. Practically speaking, it is acounter to Sea Power and the mobilization problem by placing the ration-ale for ground forces on solid grounds. No major violence is done tothe National Guard structure in order to preserve domestic politicalacceptability. The major iSSue would be feasibility of a plan such asthis with volunteer accessions without major revision of internal Armypractices (SUpport ratios, headquarters structures, civilianization etc).
There are, of course, other probable better ways to address the problem.I believe that as a matter or priority a small group of officers should
examine these issues and‘flesh them out to the point that the appropriate
Army case can be made in response to the DOD Planning and Programming
Guidance Memorandum (Due 0n 23 Feb). I would propose that several
OAVCSA officers experienced in the Standard Army presentation combined
with several ODCSOPS planners could flesh out structure/strategy alter-natives for your review and subsequent discussion with GEN Abrams by
15 February. Following is a first cut at their planning assumptions:

-- "1% War” capability without mobilization; "2% War" capabilitywith mobilization *“
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-- No major chages in Reserve structure or practices (Hybrid
acceptable) ’

-- Increases in AAO's, if necessary, modest and stretched out

$23-24 Billion TOA maximum FY 74
See me first - I don't agree-- 100% Manning of Active Army DFE units with your approach or a of

.‘ your reasoning &\-- 48,000 man DFE reducible to 36-40,000 r

-- Consistent with current Reorganization announcements

Recommend that the subStance of the above be the Subject of a meeting‘
with AVCSA and QCSOPS and subsequently with CSA for concept approval. /’((, ’ V //r ’5' I
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Addendum u? f’ '/ ' 6 February 1973

f - Reviewing this after one.wéek, two points stand out:

3
First, while a 25 Div force may seem a jarring and therefore infeasible
reversal of present trends, in actuality the change is not that great.It merely trades on the ”Total Force" concept.
The Programmed DFE capability is:

i

Th“ 25 Div proposal calls for:
gs AA Bdes '

.55 AA Bees
'

’24 Bdes in 8 NG Div. _2_o"'NG Bdes
_§ Ready NG Bdes 75 Bdes
68 Bdes ; ~

Particularly with a DFE size cut, this level of Active Army capability
is feasible within the guidance laid out in the paragraphs above.
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E Second, we need to take strong offensive action in the PPBS cycle to ,
‘

retain the status quo (regain the 800,000 man floor?) ///“
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lyconsistencies/Problems of the Stats Quo

-- Our forces are designed for EurQBi: Army forces are designed
primarily to operate within a NATO environment in an established
mobilization/deployment scenario oriented toward Europe. Forward
deployed forces, such as Seventh Army in Germany, are merely the leading
elements. The bulk of the combat power we are to bring to bear is to
come from reinforcement with forces stationed elsewhere in the world and
most importantly from the mobilized Reserve and National Guard forces.
The effects of this NATO-oriented posture are far reaching and critical.
Strategically, this posture creates forces of limited flexibility for
employment in other areas.

I
,

~- We relyrupon timely mobilization: We have placed key non-combat
support elements in the inactive force. The combat capability of the
active forces is limited unless essential Support units maintained in
the Reserves are mobilized.
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-- We depend upon a continuing draft: The draft has enabled us
to assume=a comparatively easy transition up the ladder of conventional
conflict, since active (or mobilized reserve forces) could sustain large
losses and thus ”stay the course" if engaged. Now we must recognize a
potential limited availability of volunteer manpower which could restrict
the sustainability of employed forces.

The combined effects of assuming both timely mobilization and a
continuous draft raise profound questions about the strategic capabilities
of our forces as they are currently configured and employed. Without
sufficient manpower to sustain committed active forces through large
scale conscription or without the decision to mobilize the Reserves,
active forces once employed would be on their own, with substantial aid
and reinforcement out of the question. The prospect of getting out on
a limb of this sort would further inhibit employment of even small forces
in a limited war (or non-mobilization) situation. Inflexibility and
difficulty of reinforcement of supposedly highly professional volunteer
forces will be a probable result of changing the manpower policy to
All-Volunteer Forces but notichanging the strategy or the configuration
of the forces. "

-

-- We assume continuing justification of ground forces; A major,
although rarely articulated implication of the old assumptions is that

_

we have seldom had to confront squarely any justification for limited
war forces. These have come as a convenient by-product of big war
(i.e., NATO) forces. If we had the one we had the other. We had forces
for Vietnam, Lebanon, and the Dominican Republic, not because we planned
for these contingencies, but because we had the NATO commitment as a
fungible reservoir of military capability. As a result we find today
that the national security community has been able to neglect the
difficult task of developing concepts for the strategic employment of
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American power outside of Europe. Now that the once inviolate "NATO
Commitment" is becoming a subject of debate, we may find that we do
not have a credible rationale for the development and maintenance of
ground power over a long haul. This can cast useful diScussion over
forces in NATO in an undesirable perSpective. The case of land power
forces for NATO is seldom addressed on the merits of European defense
alone. Implicitly, our global military posture is the issue and the
credibility of the NATO commitment is stretched to Cover global require-
ments.

Problems in Europe

-- Changing defense environments: The NATO—ACE defense environment
has been changing as Western Europe approaches the dilemmas and the
rewards of the modern post-industrial state. Urbanization spreads along
the major transportation arteries--the Rhine plain is becoming a con-
tinuous urban area. Suburban life style spaWns Levitt-type communities
near industrial centers. There has been a vast range of change in the
physical environment since the U.S. contribution to NATO was structured--
relocation of the line of communication is the most striking example--
yet there has been little perceptible redisposing of the U.S. force.

-- Reinforcement capabilities: The structure of our NATO ground
defense establishment must also be influenced by our wartime ability to
reinforce Europe. The combination of a decreasing U.S. Merchant Marine
fleet, increasing Soviet sea and undersea naval capability and Soviet
air and missile capability to interdict air reinforcement serve to
question our ability to increase the contribution to NATO defense once
hostilities commence. There has been major change in the capabilities
and vulnerabilities of the strategic lines of communication since the
NATO ground force was organized. This change would seem to provide a
valid, consistent military rationale for insisting that a balanced
force must be on the ground before hostilities commence in order to
provide a,real alternative to the early use of nuclear weapons and to
ensure that there is a "survivable" force if deterrence and allies fail.

-- Preparedness to use tactical nuclear weapons: A third major
determinant of the ability of our NATO force is the level of preparedness
for the employment of tactical nuclear weapons. As frequently measured
by the number of tactical nuclear weapons and delivery units maintained
in Europe, there is a popular expectation that our NATO forces are well
prepared for conflict on the nuclear battlefield. This may be a question-
able expectation. Necessary preoccupation with the problems of counter-
insurgency for an extended period has weakened the already limited
assimilation and readiness of the Army to engage in tactical nuclear
conflict. For example, significant doctrinal and capability gaps in //«
individual and collective protection or decontamination for more than
a brief period and unrealistic service school instruction undercut the
confidence and genuine capability required at unit level if the use oftactical nuclear weapons is to be a rational albeit desperate policy.
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Problems of Reserves

-~ Premise of Round—out: Present policy is to imprqve dramaticallythe readiness of Reserve components by means of better, more intensivetraining both alone and in association with active Army units. Asselected units are provided the most modern equipment, it is planned touse these reserve units as ”round-out” forces to fill active armydivisions. There is a wide range of excellent, innovative programsbeing tested which would provide, in concept, rapid "transfusions" ofReserve units to reduced-strength active Army divisions. It remains tobe determined whether levels of enhanced reserve readiness are possiblesuch that deployment of the genuinely ready unit would not be delayed.It would seem difficult for a round-out, ”part time” unit to achievecontinuing levels of readiness comparable to those maintained by manned,equipped and trained regular forces. If, on the other hand, there arereally differences in capability, the responsiveness of the entire activedivision which consists at least partially of round-out units would bereduced to the least common denominator of the less-ready reserve units.In eithervcase, there is real and continuing danger that "round-out" willtend to conceal reductions in active force readiness.
-- Viability in volunteer environment: The success of futurerecruiting will be influenced decisively by current public attitudes.Unfortunately in far too many public quarters, the present image ofReserve Components is poor. The system of draft deferments focused thewrong kind of attention on the Reserve forces. Further, the Army is notthe sole master of National Guard training or stationing. Jealous oftheir prerogatives, State administrations maintain close review of Guardpersonnel and training. Professional Army standards of readiness andtraining must be adjusted to meet the concerns and often unique perspectivesof State governments. Lastly, the Reserve Components have been placedin the midst of social turmoil as the ”enforcers” of aggressive measuresto regain domestic order. It may be difficult to attract sufficientnumbers of young Americans to part time, semi-civilian service in organ-izations whose basic appeal image has become, in the eyes of many, the-use of force in the domestic arena.
-- Credibility of rGQUirementS: Nor is it certain exactly what themilitary requirements for Reserve forces are or should be. Most forcesappear to be structured for the European war contingency, yet the dev-eloping national security environment may require a far broader range of ,-military capabilities than current policies provide, even in the caseof Europe. For example, there may not be sufficient consideration ofthe total defense picture which might exist in the event of major Sovietattack into Western Europe, specifically, the actual ability to maintainthe security of the sea and air line of communications (LOC) between theU.S. and Europe. Reserve units would be required to reinforce overseasforces very rapidly before the LOC could be cut or becomes unreliable.
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Yet capability for rapid overseas deployment in several weeks is an
extraordinarily taxing requirement. We may, in fact, be paying the
worst price-~a level of enhanced readiness inSufficiently responsive
to fill out Active Army units for rapid deployment but more ready than
there would be capability to deploy in the initial stages of a con-
ventional war with full mobilization.
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